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RISIS / Working with IFRIS-EPO Patents database

IFRIS-Patstat database   

Patents course : from EPO Patstat database to IFRIS patents database
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------

General introduction

* Data sources

* Data coverage

-----

Technical and conceptual frameworks

* What is a relational database ?

* Architecture server-client

* Data model patstat

* Conceptual model (application)

-----

Attributes and tables

* Main different type of patents 

* What are the main analytical dimensions  ?

* Main tables and examples

* Focus on specific relations : how to catch inventor locations ?

* Live demo (sql queries) and results

----

What is Patstat IFRIS ?

* Cleaning country code and adding classification

* Problem of Silent :

* State of the coverage of the addresses

* enriching : regpat / inp

* addresses propagation

* artificial : what are they, how do we complete them

* How to characterized technology : IFRIS technology classification

* Some other attributes to facilitate the selection of patents

* Live demos (sql queries) and results

----

Open discussion and links with Risis datasets
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PATSTAT, also known as the EPO Worldwide Patent Statistical Database: 

 It contains about 30 tables with bibliographic data, citations and family 

links... 

 70 million applications of about 90 countries. 
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Patstat is a bianual snapshot of the EPO master documentation database 

(DOCDB, weekly updated by data provided by national offices). So what is 

not in DOCDB will not be available in PATSTAT !

Minor exceptions : 

 with regards to dummy applications that have been created to 

compensate for un-linkable (unknown) applications (publications);

 also extra address information has been added from the EPO register 

and the USPTO register. 

We will present here the IFRIS-patstat september 2011 version 
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We will present here the IFRIS-patstat september 2011 version 
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Client-server architectur

One location for the data, with an efficient software 

(MySQL) for a remote access with :

 Security of the data (back up strategy) 

 Management of the concurency of the queries

Differents type of uses :

 Users with a direct access  (command line, MySQL 

Workbench)

 Sotwares and application (Web Applications, and 

softwares for statistical analysis like R or SPSS)

Differents tables with :

 attributes (variables)

 links between them
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What is a relational database ?

A relational database is an softawre and hardare infrastructure where 

numerical information are strored.

It is like a collection of excel spreadsheet (tables), with variables (attributs), 

but with relations between some specific variables (the keys).

Theese keys make able to cross analytical dimensions throught 

spreadsheets.

Values of attributes are stored in rows. You can ask complex questions 

(queries) to the data system and you can do some descriptive analysis.
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Exemple with three tables for land occupation and owners 

One to many relation or one to one relation !
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Application

Citations

Classes
Applicants

Inventors

Publications

Patents 

Priorities

INPADOC worldwide
legal status (*)

Conceptual relational model of Patstat 

Central position of the application table (tls_201)
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Main types of patents : 

how to identify priority 

patents

Patent type Number of patents %

Priority patents applications non Singleton 27 284 402 39,1%

Priority patents applications singleton 6 617 050 9,5%

Non priority patents (extensions) 23 683 577 34,0%

Artificials 12 108 074 17,4%

Total 69 693 103 100,0%

Filing year

.

A1

P1

E2

E3

E1

INPADOC Familly

A family is composed by first filing patents (priority patent applications with no priority), 

and extensions applications (with patents mentioned as priorities).

A singleton is an application without any family.

First filing (priority patents) applications have the advantage of a date of filing closer to that 

of the invention (and less redundancy).
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What are the main analytical dimensions 

 Geographical : country codes of the applicants or inventors, 

addresses

 Institutional : patents portfolios of applicant s names, collaborations 

(univ - firms)

 Technological through IPC codes

Other possibilties : 

 Thematic caracterisation : textual analysis with titles and abstracts  

 Intellectual proporty strategies of groups through patent families

 ...
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Application

Person

DocDB standard
name

1..*

DocDB standardization

1..1

1..*

made invention
for

1..* 1..*

files

1..*

ApplicantInventor

How to identifying inventors and applicants for each application 

One to many and one to one relations 
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-- All titles for priority patents (with no first priority year mentioned)

USE patstatSept2011;

SELECT 

    a.appln_id,

    a.appln_auth,

    a.appln_filing_year,

    a.appln_first_priority_year,

    b.appln_title

FROM

    tls201_appln_ifris AS a

        INNER JOIN

    tls202_appln_title_ifris2 AS b ON a.appln_id = b.appln_id

WHERE

    a.appln_first_priority_year = 0;

How to list all titles for each priority patents 
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-- MySQL Query : all applicants and all inventors for each application 

USE patstatSept2011;

 
SELECT 

    a.appln_id, a.appln_filing_date, c.person_name, d.doc_std_name, c.person_ctry_code

FROM

    tls201_appln AS a

        INNER JOIN

    tls207_pers_appln AS b ON a.appln_id = b.appln_id

        INNER JOIN

    tls206_person AS c ON c.person_id = b.person_id

        INNER JOIN

    tls208_doc_std_nms AS d ON d.doc_std_name_id = c.doc_std_name_id

ORDER BY a.appln_id ASC;

How to identifying inventors and applicants for each application 
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Three types a new 

information:

 New tables (technology...)

 New attributes

 New values from external 

sources or propagations
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Missing information : examples for inventors and applicants addresses

Problem: depending of the patent authority of the addresses are missing.    

We had developed : 

 a method to fill the missing addresses based on a string comparison 

of all the inventor and applicant names within INPADOC families

 Focus on priority patents 
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Filing year

.

A1

P1

E2

Filling of the missing addresses for the priority patent P1 base on the 

comparison of his inventor and applicant names with the other names 

accessible through the INPADOC family.

E3
- Applt1: no address
- Inv1: no address
- Inv2: no address

- Applt1: with address
- Applt2: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

E1

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

No information at all

INPADOC FamillyPropagation of the addresses 

through INPADOC families
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Patstat-IFRIS 
database

Three layers of data :
 EPO data model
 Added tables
 Added information 

(attributs)

Non singleton priority applications 
27 284 402

Singleton priority applications 
6 617 050

Non priority applications 
23 683 577

Artificial applications 
12 108 074

Total number of applications 
69 693 103

  Type of patents

39.1 %

9.5 %

34 %

17.4 %

Without any information
7 353 788 (no inventor, no applicant)

27 %

 With addresses from EPO-Patstat
1 052 209 3 %

With empty value
18 878 318 69 %

RegPat
69 719

INPI
65 467

Propagation
11 515

 

Artificials 
5 617 307

+ 9.3 %

Nearly complete coverage for EPO, USPTO and FR patent authority
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How to play the  Names Game : Patent retrieval comparing different heuristics (Raffo et al., RP, 2009)

To be sure to have the best proximity score we are doing some pre-

processing cleaning during the parsing step.
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Parsing step (exemples of cleaning)

Magerman (2006)

 

More than 1 200 different rules for applicants
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Parsing step (harmonising names) 

45 rules for applicants

665 geographical informations removed at the end of the string (country & 

continent) 
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Matching step

String similarity by using weighted Jaccard on bi-gram 

As there is also inventor addresses on the applicant addresses list (a 

physical person that has the intellectual property for its patent, is in the 

applicant list for this patent), we are comparing in a second time inventor 

name and applicant name.

Filing year

.

A1

P1

E2

E3
- Applt1: no address
- Inv1: no address
- Inv2: no address

- Applt1: with address
- Applt2: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

E1

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

No information at all

INPADOC Familly
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Filtering step 

Comparison of the year of filing to select the closest candidate patents with 

information to fill the priority patent, with a threshold (+- 5 years).
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Patstat-IFRIS 
database

Three layers of data :
 EPO data model
 Added tables
 Added information 

(attributs)

Non singleton priority applications 
27 284 402

Singleton priority applications 
6 617 050

Non priority applications 
23 683 577

Artificial applications 
12 108 074

Total number of applications 
69 693 103

  Type of patents

39.1 %

9.5 %

34 %

17.4 %

Without any information
7 353 788 (no inventor, no applicant)

27 %

 With addresses from EPO-Patstat
1 052 209 3 %

With empty value
18 878 318 69 %

RegPat
69 719

INPI
65 467

Propagation
11 515

 

Artificials 
5 617 307

+ 9.3 %
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Why and how to use artificial patents ?

Large amount of artificial : patents mentioned by other patents but not 

present in DocBD database.

Nb Applications Code Description

82,6% 57 585 029 0 non artificial

9,4% 6 571 987 1 patent mentioned by a priority with no corresponding filing in DocBD (provisionnal in US)

2,2% 1 550 321 2 patent mentioned in a citation in an other patent

5,7% 3 985 766 3 patent mentioned with a wrong filing date

69 693 103
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Filing year

.

A1

P1

E2

E3
- Applt1: no address
- Inv1: no address
- Inv2: no address

- Applt1: with address
- Applt2: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

E1

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

No information at all

INPADOC Familly

Filling of the missing addresses for the priority patent A1 based on the 

comparison of its inventor and applicant names with the other names 

accessibles trought the INPADOC family.
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Selection of the candidates : prioritisation of direct links inside family 

(against indirect), and threshold on the filing date (the closest patent is 

chosen)

Filing year

.

A1

P1

E2

E3
- Applt1: no address
- Inv1: no address
- Inv2: no address

- Applt1: with address
- Applt2: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

E1

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

- Applt1: with address
- Inv1: with address
- Inv2: with address

No information at all

INPADOC Familly
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Building technological categories and subfields

 A systematic technology classification based on the codes of the 
International Patent Classification (IPC codes)

 Fractional (or integer) counting

 5 domains

 35 technological fields

 401 technological subfields
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Patent Technology Classification

Ex: Domain TD01 Electrical 

engineering and its fields

www.wipo.int/ipstats/.../pdf/wipo_ipc_technology.pdf
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Breakdown of patents by fields (fract. Counting), top 10

Rank fields lib_fields Priority patents Total

1 TF29 Other special machines 56575470 111549810

2 TF01 Electrical machinery, apparatus, energy 54944640 101025296

3 TF02 Audio-visual technology 43646700 84425790
4 TF10 Measurement 42331880 81792380
5 TF23 Chemical engineering 35797524 88527124

6 TF19 Basic materials chemistry 35771970 110793202

7 TF34 Other consumer goods 35582400 59575050

8 TF35 Civil engineering 35185376 56135870
9 TF28 Textile and paper machines 32724956 69821356

10 TF26 Machine tools 23257770 42442260

-- Fractional counting and 

-- technological fields 

USE patstatSept2011;

SELECT 

    appln_id,

    ipc_class_symbol,

    ipc_gener_auth,

    nb_ipc,

    frac_ipc,

    domaines,

    fields,

    sfields

FROM

    patstatSept2011.ipc_technology_frac_ifris;
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Examples useful attributes you can get in Patstat-IFRIS

Singleton : 0 to identifying directly the non singleton applications (demo)

-- List of non singleton priority patents (filing date -> filing year)

USE patstatSept2011;

SELECT 

    appln_id,

    appln_auth,

    appln_filing_date,

    appln_filing_year,

    singleton

FROM

    tls201_appln_ifris

WHERE

    singleton = 0

    AND appln_first_priority_year = 0;
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Cleaned and harmonized patstat country codes (ISO Norme 3166_2) with 

the CIA Factbook continents and subcontinents classification (demo).

-- List of harmonized country codes and continent names

USE patstatSept2011;

SELECT 

    *

FROM

    nomen_geo_ifris;
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-- List of non singleton priority patents (filing date -> filing year) in France

USE patstatSept2011;

SELECT 

    ctry_final, person_name, COUNT(frac_applt) AS NbPatents

FROM

    applt_addr_ifris_with_artif

WHERE ctry_final = 'FR'

GROUP BY ctry_final , person_name;
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